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Over the past year and a half, we have been producing a compelling film on American author Ivan Doig. We have 

filmed in Seattle, Washington with Ivan’s wife Carol, in Ivan’s hometown of White Sulphur Springs, Montana, with 

Red Ants Pants Founder Sarah Calhoun, and in Missoula, Montana with Lois Welch, the wife of author James Welch. 

We have completed shoots in the Ivan Doig Archives at Montana State University, at the Montana Historical Society, 

and in the special collections at the University of Montana, all locations frequented by Ivan in his diligent research. 

We only have a handful of shoots left to complete principal photography and have committed interviews from 

multiple Grammy-winning recording artist Rodney Crowell and MTPR host John Floridis. We are actively fundraising 

to help complete these shoots and begin editing the film!

They say an artist’s medium feeds the way they see the world, and the world feeds the way they see their art. Ivan 

Doig wrote with incredible precision. Every word and sentence packed with information, imagery, and poetry. 

Perhaps it was Montana’s hostile, yet decadent landscapes that brought about such a profound literary style. 

Our cinematography will utilize the harsh, stunning landscapes that Doig describes to visually compliment the 

juxtaposition of his style. Elegantly beautiful and poetic, yet describing landscapes that are harsh, and characters 

that are ordinary.
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IVAN DOIG ARCHIVE

During our winter production, we were able to tour and capture Ivan Doig’s Archive 

at MSU. From old note cards to travel photos, Ivan was a meticulous organizer and 

record keeper. We are so thankful to the MSU Library staff for sharing their in-depth 

knowledge about the Archive. 

CAROL DOIG

We had the opportunity to speak with Carol Doig, wife and partner of Ivan Doig. Carol 

recounted her fond memories and keen understanding of Ivan, both as a writer and 

as a person.

SARAH CALHOUN, RED ANTS PANTS

We interviewed Sarah Calhoun, Founder of Red Ants Pants and Red Ants Pants Music 

Festival, to discuss her Ivan Doig-inspired journey that led her to moving to White 

Sulphur Springs.

MSU PRESIDENT WADED CRUZADO

President of MSU, President Cruzado shared some of her warm memories of the Doigs 

as well as thoughtful insight into Ivan’s work and pure elation at having Ivan Doig’s 

Archive at the MSU library. 

Again, thank you for your support of this landmark production. We know that Ivan’s 

story is important to you and we appreciate the trust you’ve placed in us.

Please let us know if you have any questions or feedback.

Nic Davis, Director / nic@408.productions / 720.515.4804

Scott Sterling, Executive Producer / scott@montanapbs.org / 406.570.7366

THANK YOU

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Our crew capturing a 
Montana landscape.

President Cruzado smiles 
before her interview.

Ivan Doig’s Archive at MSU was 
filled with treasures.

The 4:08 Productions crew
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